Team Education: South LA Youth
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT SOUTH LA YOUTH? AND WHAT THEY NEED?

So we can better sculpt our strategy around what we can best do to support South LA Youth & systemic change.
STORIES OF SOUTH LOS ANGELES
A COMBINATION OF OUR OWN EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
FRAMING THE CHALLENGE

+ How might we introduce and sustain a support system for these children in South Los Angeles?

+ How might we inspire parents to take a more active role in their child’s education?

+ How might we equip young people with the skills, information, and opportunities to succeed in high school and/or college?
Framing the Challenge

+ How might we introduce and sustain an inquisitive mindset?
+ How might we recognize and act upon kids’ inherent strengths?
+ How might we inspire young people to cultivate their creative confidence?
+ How might we enable kids to learn in their own style at their own pace?